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The Mercedes-Benz G-Class, sometimes called G-Wagen (short for GelÃ¤ndewagen, "cross country
vehicle"), is a mid-size four-wheel drive luxury SUV manufactured by Magna Steyr (formerly
Steyr-Daimler-Puch) in Austria and sold by Mercedes-Benz.In certain markets, it has been sold under the
Puch name as Puch G.. The G-Wagen is characterised by its boxy styling and body-on-frame construction.
Mercedes-Benz G-Class - Wikipedia
Nomenclature update from M to GLE. Although grouped under the "M-Class" naming banner since the first
launch, BMW, who sells M models such as the M3, objected to the car being badged "M" with the three-digit
engine level afterwards (e.g. M 320).This forced Mercedes-Benz to defer to a double-tiered marketing
strategy of "ML" badging (e.g. ML 320) under an M-Class umbrella.
Mercedes-Benz M-Class - Wikipedia
Whether youâ€™re looking to add some shine with our wide selection of custom Mercedes wheels,
Mercedes rims, or wanting to restore your classic Mercedes Benz to its previous standard of luxury with
replacement Mercedes parts, MBZ Parts has even the hardest-to-find Mercedes Benz parts, all at the lowest
prices.
Mercedes Benz Parts - Mercedes Parts and Accessories
American Bus Sales 12802 North 103rd East Ave. Collinsville, OK 74021
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